Homework answers 15-17 sep
1)
If you win with the King then the best bet is to clear the suit by leading it again and
letting dummy's Q win. Now you will have to hope to come in again with the Q Hrts
or Q diamonds. And it might happen. Bear in mind tho that the declarer will go out of their
way to prevent you getting the lead ( and cashing winning spades ) so they will take
finesses into your partners hand if they can because they will know your partner has
no spades left.
But the best defence is to allow declarer's Jack sp to win. After all you can see that
either dummy of declarer will get a trick in spades at some point and this might be
the best time to let them have that trick.
It may be that partner still has a spde left and now if either you OR partner get the lead
another spade lead will beat the contract.
2)
And it could be wrong ( just about ) BUT the correct continuation is a club.
You hope partner has the K clubs and didnt take it last time clubs were led in order to
keep communication with you ie to make sure you had a club left to lead.
3) Its all about the clubs and here goes ...
you should lead a small club to the Q and when it wins....play the Ace clubs hoping
the King will drop. If it does you make 13 tricks but will still give partner a blasting.
4) Overtake with the Ace.
Return the suit (partner wins with the Q).
Partner continues the heart suit and you ruff.
Later you take the K sp for 1 off.
Did that did you ?
5) Well its an odd thing that partner suddenly thinks they can beat the contract having
been silent all the way through the hand. Its possible that they have a very strong
balanced hand I suppose and were lying doggo but then any lead you make will beat
the contract. Actually though the double out of the blue requests a lead of dummys first
bid suit. Spades.
There is logic to this but just learning to lead dummys first bid suit in this situation
is hardly taxing I wouldnt have thought.
6) I wonder how I arrived at the figure of 80% !!! anyway I can see the best thing to do
is to try to throw a heart away on the diamonds BEFORE drawing trumps.
If that passes off with noone being out of diamonds and ruffing we THEN just draw trumps.
The inferior line was to lead the 10 sp for a finesse in trumps at trick 2.

